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bioC GmbH

bioC-Directory  exists since 2003.

bioC GmbH was founded in 2011.

Shareholders are: Cerification bodies, organisations
for organic farming (IFOAM and BÖLW), service
providers (FiBL und Ulrich Fischer)

Cooperation with Easy-Cert and BioQS



Participating control bodies and private label owner



bioC Partner and Organic Operators

 35 certification bodies attend in the  bioC Project

 85.000 certificates (legal and private standards) 
from 70.000 organic operators

Germany, Austria, Swiss, United Kingdom, Ireland, Italy, 
Ukraine, Mexico, Macedonia

Further Countries will follow in neartime

For UK and Austria bioC provides the directory of all organic operators

Through Cooperation with IFOAM we will extend it to a 
worldwide directory

We are in contact with USDA reagarding data exchange between
bioC and the US Organic INTEGRITY Database



Purpose of bioC
Assurance of origin of organic products

Search for organic certified Operators (for free)

» Verification of organic status of organic certified operators.

Supplier list with notification service

» Notification mail is generated, if organic status of supplier
or product changes.

Customized list with periodic report

» Certificates which are not in bioC available are researched
by hand. Periodicly reporting (UK, Germany and Asutria)

Interfaces to ERP Systems

» Client can use bioC Service directly in their ERP-System
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Free of charge: The bioC-online search tool



Search result

show desired company



Link to EU certificate (legal standard)

Link to Bioland-certificate (privat standard)

Link to Naturland-certificate (privat standard)



The bioC-online search tool for certificates



Certificate validation

With the certificate number certificates can be verified on bioC.
Certificates are stored in the bioC directory (or on the CB‘s server) . 
Therefore printed copies can be verified against the stored Certificate
(fake security).
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 Information advantage: You are informed about certification 
status of your suppliers and relevant products at any time.

 Save time during day-to-day operations: Responsible 
colleagues need not keep asking for current certificates of 
suppliers that are listed on the supplier list. 

 Save time and costs in the yearly inspection: You can present 
the cumulative bioC confirmation to the inspector for the annual 
inspection. It contains all relevant certification information of 
your suppliers.

 2 euro/company per year (List up to 5 suppliers are for free)

bioC supplier list

This is the value of the bioC supplier list:

This are the costs for the bioC supplier list:



Detailed information of  located 
suppliers for registered users

Button to add operator to the 
supplier list

Checkboxes to choose standards and 
activities for monitoring



Product monitoring with notification service

Products from 
certificate

Searching for products 
on certificates

Button to activate monitoring for product with 
standard an status



Supplier list with monitored products

monitored Standard 
and activities

monitored products



Notification mail
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New: Cross Check Tool

bioC provides a platform to exchange risk-

oriented Cross Checks in real time

Thus, bioC supports an improved traceability in 

the organic product chain without the need to

depict the complete product flow

CB‘s or traders may ask for the verification of

trading documents by another CB

The new bioC-tool substantially shorten the

response time for cross checks.



involved Operators 
and CB‘s

verification order
and documents

Status and history of 
verification process 



For further Questions please contact

International Federation of Organic 

Agriculture Movements (IFOAM) e.V.

Charles-de-Gaulle Strasse 5

53113 Bonn (Germany)

David Gould (Program Facilitator)

Phone: +49 228 92650 10

Direct: +1- 503 235 7532

E-Mail: d.gould@ifoam.org

Skype: davidfgould

bioC GmbH

Kasseler Strasse 1a

D-60486 Frankfurt (Germany)

Rolf Mäder (General Manager)

Phone: +49 69 7137699-55

Mobile: +49 160 8471555

E-Mail: Rolf.Maeder@bioC.info
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